
TRUE ESX  Ellipticall w/ LED Screen Price: $4195 TRUE ESX Elliptical w/ LCD Screen Price: $4395

TRUE TSXa  Ellipticall w/ LCD Screen Price: $3895

Cybex 360a   Silver Frame Price: $3595

2544 Erie Blvd. E. , Syracuse, NY 13224
Phone (315) 701-FITT Fax: (315) 449-2264

www.syracusefitness.com
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The commercial Arc Trainer has proven to be the most versatile cross-trainer on the market
today. Winner of the Nova7 “Best Product of the Year” two years in a row, it’s turning heads
while it’s toning bodies in clubs around the globe. Now CYBEX brings you the Total Body Arc
Trainer for the home. You can burn more calories in less time without even leaving your living
room Compact footprint and design for home use.  Combines elements of a climber, hiker and
skier for more workout versatility

.

Stride: • Adjustable: 17"-26" (43 cm-66 cm)

Footpad Surface:  Soft Step™ Orthopedic Antifatigue Material

Simple-to-Use Console

Upper Body Only, Lower Body Only, Upper & Lower together Workouts

Warranty: • 5 years Electronics & Parts, Labor 1 year

Stride: • Adjustable: 17"-26"

Adjustable Handlebar with 360 degree rotation

Footpad Surface:  Soft Step™ Orthopedic Antifatigue Material

Upper Body Only, Lower Body Only, Upper & Lower together Workouts

Warranty: • 10 years Electronics & Parts, Labor 1 year

The Landice Elliptical features the ultimate in accessibility. Just grab the handrails, step
in, and start exercising with confidence.  Patented Rollmentum™ center-drive replicates
the body’s natural motion. Orthopedic "gel" footpads provide optimal comfort and relieve
foot fatigue often linked to elliptical trainers.  ntegrated rear step provides for lowest step
up height of any elliptical trainer.  Stride adjusts between 17 and 23 inches. Integrated
side frame foot rests with non-skid surface allows for isolated upper body workouts.
Lifetime parts Warranty

Pro Trainer Console $3195

Diamondback 1260Ef $2495

Pro Sports Trainer Console $3495

Cardio Trainer Console $3795

Executive Trainer Console $4395

The workhorse of the elliptical world, the 1260Ef with front wheel performance
presents fitness enthusiasts with a world of options for dialing in the ideal, custom
workout. Its 15 workout programs and 20 resistance levels make it a perfect
starter elliptical for fitness newbies or a challenging force for advanced athletes
who want to push themselves beyond their regular paces. Crafted with a universal
19” stride, the 1260Ef is spec’d with an electronic programmable incline feature
that will take you from the flats to the hills within seconds.

Cybex 362a  White Frame Price: $2995

TRUE TSX a Ellipticall w/ LED Screen Price: $3595

TRUE M30 Ellipticall Price: $2095 TRUE M50 Ellipticall Price: $2395
The True M50 Elliptical utilizes an all new Ergonomic
Multi-Grip Handle, Orthopedic Cushioned Soft Grip
Footpads to eliminate foot discomfort and numbness
normally associated with elliptical trainers.

The M50’s simplified console provides seamless
navigation with a 2 Window LCD Display, water bottle
holder, and enhanced accessory rack. And like all
True equipment it’s built on a Heavy Duty Frame and
incorporates TRUE Patented HRC and TRUE
Patented Cruise Control.

The New TRUE M30 elliptical has an extremely
compact footprint maximizes space in the home;
its sleek curved profile provides a modern and
updated feel and patented Core Drive™
System, fixed 21” stride and Innovative Patent
Pending Side Steps Provide Upper-Body Only
Workout Option.

The M30’s simplified console provides seamless
navigation with a 2 Window LCD Display, water
bottle holder, and enhanced accessory rack.



20" stride length, , 2 Degree Inward slope w/ adjustable foot pedal,  Vertical Moving arms
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Large Screen with 18 Programs,
Featuring: 12 pre-set, 4 Heart Rate
Control, Heart Rate Recovery
Program, and 1 User Customized
Course

21" Ergonomic Stride Length

Polar Compatible Heart Rate Control
Programs

Center Grip Hand Held Heart Rate
Grips
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Adjustable Stride Length from 17"-25"

Scrolling Alpha-Numeric Message Center

Large 10x14 Dot Matrix LED Display

20 Levels of Resistance

Close 2" Pedal Spacing

Low Step-Up Height

Lifecore CD400 Elliptical $1799

Lifecore VST-V8 Elliptical $2699

AFG 18.0 AXT Ascent Trainer $2195

Lifecore 985VG Elliptical $995

Nautilus E514 Elliptical $749

Lifecore CD550 Elliptical $2499
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§
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Full Bearing System In All Moving Parts

12 Preset Programs

4 Heart Rate Control Programs

Dual Contact Heart Rate Sensors
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7 profile courses--variety to help keep you motivated for the results you want

18-inch stride length and ergonomic elliptical path, ideal for most users

16 resistance levels

Powerful fan and multi-point console adjustments

10 years on the frame, 2 years on parts, 1 year on electronics, 6 months on wear parts, 6 months on labor

XE195 Elliptical                  20” Stride, 5 Year Parts Warranty

XE295 Elliptical                  20” Stride, 10 Year Warranty

XE395 Elliptical Adj. Elevation, 10 Year Warranty

XG200 Elliptical                 Spinner Elliptical, 10 Year Warranty

$1295

$1495

$1795

$1699

The 18.0 AXT Ascent Trainer is a revolution in home
exercise equipment. Its unique design can help any
user, at any level, achieve an effective workout,
whether they want to simulate a leisurely walk or an
intense stadium climb. Premium components, an
exclusive design, and a strong warranty mean that
the Ascent will continue to deliver results for years to
come.
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16 levels of resistance

23-lbs. flywheel

19- to 21-inch variable stride

Wireless heart rate monitoring with chest strap

iPod® dock and controls on console

Warranties: lifetime frame & brake, 3-year parts (5-
year with online product registration), 2-year incline
motor, 1-year labor

325-lb user capacity

Why should you move the same way, every workout? With the VST-V8, you are able to change your workout
because you can change the way the machine MOVES and FEELS!

Imagine being able to Step, Walk, Jog, or Run, with a touch of a button. It not only adjusts the stride, it
changes the entire movement of the machine. With the Variable Stride Adjustment, you can change your
stride to accommodate the way YOU move.

Since the VST-V8 works so differently than any other machine on the market, it should be called a Trainer
rather than an Elliptical. It TRAINS you to move as your body was intended. Much like a personal trainer, the
VST-V8 assists you with your fitness goals and helps you reach them in LESS TIME and MORE COMFORT!
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Toggle Wheel for Easy Scrolling/ Resistance Adjustments

Adjustable Slip Resistant Foot Pedals

Poly-V Flexonic Drive Belt Guaranteed Never to Stretch
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